Perfect details for any event!!

A Candlelit Affair
HANGING HALO VOTIVES

Cast a soft halo of light and add romance with these handblown votives. Hang them throughout your
space at varying heights for a charming yet elegant effect. Available in both clear and mercury glass
finish.

CLEAR GLASS VOTIVES

Tapered glass base measures 3” h x 2.25” w.
--with hanger 5.75” h.
100 available $3

FITTED CHAIR COVERS
$2.50

MERCURY GLASS VOTIVES

Tapered glass base measures 3”h x 2.25” w.
--with hanger 5.75” h.

6” Mercury Glass hanging votives available on
request.

100 Available $3

VINTAGE FLEA MARKET LANTERNS
Thick pressed glass makes these votives
unique--and masters of transformation.
Fill them with candles or florals and place
them on your tables -or hang with their
sturdy metal hangers indoors and out.

CRYSTAL CANDLESTICKS
Ranging in height from 3”-6” our variety of crystal
candlesticks can be mixed and matched to create an
eclectic look or used with 6-8” tapers to display a
clean line of light throughout your space. Pressed class
candlesticks of varying heights available as well.
Crystal--$5/pair
Glass $2/pair

CRYSTAL PAVE VOTIVES

These votives will add a glamourous feel to any
event. Works best with 1.5” filled votive candle.
$4

A.

B.

A. 4” tall x 3” width; measures
7” tall with hanger.
$3.50

B. 3” tall x 3” width; measures
6” tall with hanger.
$3.50

MASON JARS

Add your favorite items to our selection of mason jars, or use them to
serve up your signature drinks to your guests! Holds 16 oz.
$1

WHISKEY BARREL ACCENT TABLE
$8

ASSORTED GLASS CYLINDERS

Possibilities abound with these glass cylinders in a variety
of sizes, including: 4 7/8” x 12”, 3 3/8” x 10”, 3 1/2” x 7
1/2”, 3 1/2” x 9”, 3 7/8” x 9 1/8”.
from $2

Light up your night...

ANTIQUE METAL LANTERNS
Featuring classical diamond patterned frame with
glass panels, these lanterns radiate elegance and
cast a lovely glow. Works beautifully with any
theme. Gorgeous metal tones ranging from bronze
to gold. Can be placed on their base of hang from
the attached ring. Suitable for both indoor and outdoor use.
Two sizes available:
		
Small: 7”w x 6.5”d x 12” h
			
$7
		
		
Large: 7”w x 6.5”d x 16.34 h
			
$8

METAL NAILHEAD LANTERNS
Add a nautically inspired touch with these metal
lanterns. Brown and bronze aged iron tones with
golden highlights make ip this metal frame with
glass panels. Rust resistant. Suitable for both indoor and outdoor use.
6.30” w x 6.30” d x 14.57” h
$7

FLYING CHERUB
CHANDELIER

Nothing transforms a space more
than lighting... Nothing does it
more beautifully than these antique
chandeliers

A sweet and unexpected touch
to your decor can be added with
this lovely chandelier. A gilded
cherub holding two crystal lamps
of light can soar over your bar,
or your gift table. Body measures
13 1/4” with a span of 14” from
the two crystal pendants.
$25

CRYSTAL CHANDELIERS

Antique crystal chandeliers. Elegant, yet not overly
fussy these classically shaped crystal chandeliers
will dress up any space. Three available.
Takes small based bulbs.
5 arm, 22” w x 18” h--$50
5 arm, 22” x 19” h--$50
6 arm, 28” h x 22” w-- $55

HANGING CHERUBIC
CHANDELIER

Available as a pair, this hanging
cherub chandelier can add a little
or a lot of light to accent details
that need to be seen. Takes standard type A bulbs. Recommend
use of dimmer or low wattage.
bulb (standard base)..
$15 each

GILDED BIRDCAGE

Just the thing to include on your gift table-perfect for collecting cards from your
guests!
$10

BRONZE CHANDELIERS

Antique bronze chandeliers. Elegant, with a bit
of a rustic charm. Metal with dropped crystal
accents. These chandeliers will complement any
space. Three available. Two with eight arms. One
with six arms. Takes small based bulbs.
Three bronze chandeliers available
5 arms, 16”x16”-$45
8 arms, 24”w x18”h-$60
8 arms, 24”w x 20”h-$65

HEART SHAPED GRAPEVINE
WREATH
Measures approximately 2’x3’
$5 (lights included)

WOODEN TABLE RUNNERS

BURLAP TABLE RUNNERS

CAFE STRING LIGHTS

Romance and old world charm abound under these cafe lights. Two different lengths available with
two different clear glass bulb sizes. Both strings on brown cording.
from $5/strand

Let the beauty of the natural wood grain
and the texture of the bark edging accent
your tables. Milled on site from native trees.
Each board has been carefully selected for
its unique characteristics.
Sizes will vary.
$10

Add instant texture to your tables! Neutral
natural colored burlap works beautifully with
any color theme. Fits both standard 8’ and 5’
rounds: 9” w x 120” l.
$5 (includes cleaning)

Textured

p e r f e c t i o n

COCKTAIL/ACCENT
TABLES

Metal bases with gorgeous
tops in copper, bronze, and
concrete finishes. These tables
are so lovely you won’t want
to cover them with linens, just
add your favorite items and
they’re ready to go! Table
tops measure 30”.
$10

RIBBON GARLAND

Golds and whites, creams and
burlap, with hints of green and
purple make a lovely backdrop.
Adds whimsy and charm to any
event. Custom options available.
5’ l x 7’ h
from $15

$2

B
A

C

SMALL GOLD FRAMES

These sweet little frames can be used to create
unique table numbers or to add little notes or information to share with your guests. Also can be used
for pictures. Metal frames with glass.

D

$2
GOLD PLACECARD HOLDERS

Simple, handcrafted heart shaped placecard holders in a lovely shade of antique
gold. Perfect for holding smaller cards on
your tables.
Measures about 1”x2”--$1.50

A-C. VINTAGE GOLD MIRRORS

A variety of sizes and shapes to reflect the view of your
decor, the company of your friends, and the happiness
all around you. Makes your space seem even larger.

Barnwood
Chalkboard

D. CUSTOM MADE CAKE STANDS

Available to suit any needs or desires. Talk to us about
creating your own keepsake cakestand or renting one
of ours! The cake stand featured above included beading to represent the date of the couple’s marriage.

Weathered barnwood

WOODEN TABLE NUMBERS

DESSERT OR CANDY BAR GLASSWARE
Fill these apothecary jars and cake plates with your favorite treats! Available in a variety of sizes and shapes.
Ask for available sizes.

Simple and lovely handpainted holders with hand
letrtered numbers. Made from wood and heavy
weight linen paper. Stands 11 3/4” tall. Bases
measure 3.5” x 1.75” and diamond shaped number holder measures 3.5” x 3.5”. Numbers 1-35
currently in stock--$2

frame with chalkboard.
Measures 23” x 19”
$8

CRYSTAL BRANCHES

The perfect complement to add
an elegant organic touch to your
event. Each branch has 100
clear, round and faceted 8 mm
crystals budding from brown
wrapped wire stems. Flexibile
shapes to suit your needs; basic
dimensions are 31.5” x 13.5” at
the widest span.
250 available-$3.00

MERCURY GLASS VASES
Lovely champagnes, gilded silvers and gold tones
add some depth to your decor. These lovely vases will
pick up and reflect back their surroundings--showing
off your florals, candlelight, and linens. Nicely sized
to prevent any obstructions in view when guests are
seated. They are available in 5 different shapes that
mix and match beautifully together:
Large Round, Rectangular, Bubble Round, Square, and
Compote/Urn.
$5-$20

AGED METAL TREE STANDS

Get rid of the 5 gallon bucket with these heavy
duty tree stands. Handcrafted metal disks have
a lovely patinaed finish. Either 18” or 20” in
diameter and with either a 2” or 3” opening for
the base of the tree. Shims available if needed.
$10

BIRCH TREES

A variety of birch and other trees are available in many shapes, sizes and varieties.
Please contact us for specific information.
Pre-cut birch trees $10

LUXURY PORTABLE RESTROOMS

Be warned that this will become something that everyone will be talking about! Complete with luxury trim
interior, porcelain fixtures, hot and cold running water,
excellent lighting, and climate controlled interior. This
portable rest room accomodates ladies with four stalls
and a double vanity, and the gents with partitioned
urinals and private stalls.
$1500/day

